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Scantrol Group

Control Systems and winch control:
▪ Seismic streamer cable control
▪ Trawl control for fisheries and Marine science
▪ Active Heave Compensation

Embedded systems for Marine science and Fisheries:
▪ FishMeter – Digital fish measurement board
▪ Deep Vision RV – Vision system for marine science
▪ Deep Vision Fisheries – Vision system for fisheries

Classical computer vision and Machine learning:
▪ Embedded software and GUIs
▪ Subsea imagery  processing
▪ Tools for machine learning
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going through the trawl?
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Object tracking (as to not 
count an object more then 
once)

Object classification

Stereo measurement
and stereo matching

Classical computer Vision
• Color segmentation
• Denoising
• …
• Pre- and post-processing

Machine Learning
• Support Vector Machines (SVM)
• k Nearest Neighbours (kNN)
• …
• Convolutional Neural Networks 

(CNN)
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Understanding underwater imagery



Enhanced/Dehazed imageOriginal image

Underwater Dehazing



Underwater Dehazing
France (Toulon)



Underwater Dehazing
Can be applied to existing videos – source video taken from YouTube



Underwater Dehazing



Color correction



Color calibration, camera calibration and stereo calibration

Intrinsic parameters

Extrinsic parameters

Photometric parameters



GVR

Geometric and Photometric Calibration Tool

Load calibration 
and survey datasets

Edit images set

Perform geometric 
stereo calibration

Perform 
photometric 
calibration

Preview stereo 
rectification

Preview color 
correction



Segmentation and labelling Tool



(7) diver

(1) statue
(2) statue

(3) statue (4) statue

(5) statue

(6) No type assigned

Segmentation and labelling Tool



…with uncertainty estimation! Real-time 3D mapping…



Realtime 3D mapping

Collaboration with Australian National Univ.



3D mapping example3D mapping example
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3D Reconstruction in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge

30x playback 
speed

© IFREMER

Surface Reconstruction



• Underwater datasets normally contain noise and outliers.

• A surface reconstruction method dealing with these aberrations allows to 
reveal the shape of the object:

R. Campos, R. Garcia, P. Alliez, M. Yvinec. "A Surface 
Reconstruction Method for In-Detail Underwater 3D Optical 
Mapping". Int. Journal of Robotics Research (IJRR), 34:1, 64-
89, 2015.

Surface Reconstruction



R. Campos, R. Garcia, P. Alliez, M. Yvinec. "Splats-based 
Surface Reconstruction from Defect-Laden Point Sets", 
Graphical Models. Vol. 75, no. 6, pp. 346-361, 2013. 

Surface Reconstruction



Mapping the Mid-Atlantic Ridge



Coral reef classification Munitions classification

Classification 



Classified mosaic: Red Sea Survey
(Directly done on the map)

The segmented images are 
color coded as: 
• favid in violet, 
• brain coral in green, 

branches I, II and III in 
orange, 

• urchin in pink, 
• dead corals and 

pavements are in grey.



Gleason (14 MRSEED01-005) p. 10 

3D points (Fischler and Bolles 1981).  Finally, sparse bundle adjustment (Triggs et al. 2000) will be used 

to obtain a set of 3D points that best comply with the image observations.  

An important problem that affects the creation of 3D models is the large amount of data and 

computational processing involved. To address this issue, w e will use a combination of parallel 

processing toolboxes available for the Matlab programming language as well as libraries that allow the 

use of general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPU) to accelerate some of the highly parallelizable 

tasks, such as the feature extraction and dense point matching (Sinha et al. 2011). 

Once the microbathymetry has been computed, shape-based features will be extracted to complement the 

set of texture-based features already used in the classification method. Research will be conducted in 

devising and evaluating features such as area rugosity at multiple scales (Friedman et al. 2012), curvature 

smoothness and symmetry, among others.  

An example of 3D reconstruction using SfM as described above is presented in Figure 7 as a textured 

surface and a triangulated mesh. Structural details at the scale of  few cm can be observed in this dataset, 

which was acquired under moderately good visibility conditions. Systematic differences in rugosity and 

symmetry, which can be seen to differ between natural structures, such as the coral colony in the center, 

and the man-made shells spread over the area, are expected to provide powerful features for automated 

classification of such scenes. 

 

Figure 7: 3D reconstruction of a portion of the Ordnance Reef dataset displayed as a textured 

surface (left) and as a triangular mesh (right). This area corresponds to the area shown in Fig. 2B. 

The scale varies in this oblique view with the lower (closer) edge of the image corresponding to ~2 

m on the seabed. Note the difference in rugosity and symmetry between the coral in the center and 

the shells in the foreground. 

Technical Approach: Milestones 

Table 1: Gantt chart of project milestones and deliverables. 
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Munitions classification: using photometric + 3D features



Putting it all together

Mechanical Design

Electronics Design

Embedded software 
development

Functional prototype: 
Image acquisition

Dataset (valuable)
Classification development

Result

Calibration 
tool

Labelling and segmentation 
tool



Subsea mining technologies
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